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Abstract: Tospoviruses, mainly Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV), constitute a severe threat to
Capsicum cultivation worldwide. Resistance to TSWV but not to other tospoviruses, based on a
hypersensitive reaction, has been found only in accessions of C. chinense ‘PI152225’ and ‘PI159236’.
The resistance, carried by a dominant gene called Tsw, is broken at high temperatures and depends
on plant age, with young plants more susceptible. The Tsw gene has been introduced into several
commercial sweet and hot pepper cultivars with good agronomic performance. Resistance-breaking
strains of TSWV systemically infecting the resistant plants have been found under experimental
conditions and in the field. Future directions for search on resistance in Capsicum, and management of
resistance to tospoviruses in plants are discussed.

Introduction
Tospoviruses are a very dangerous threat to many
crops. Major crops susceptible to Tomato spotted
wilt virus (TSWV), the most important member
and type species of the genus Tospovirus, family
Bunyaviridae (Elliott et al., 2000), are tomato,
pepper, lettuce, potato, papaya, peanut and
tobacco (German et al., 1992). High infection
rates have led to considerable economic losses in
an increasing number of countries, so that TSWV
is considered one of the ten most economically
destructive plant viruses (Tomlinson, 1987).
Severe damage to Capsicum spp. occur worldwide
(Gitais et al., 1998; Lima et al., 2000; Momol et
al., 2000). In Italy, for example, the Capsicum
annuum crop is suffering increasing losses both
in fields and glasshouses (Vaira et al., 1993;
Tavella et al., 1997). Plants are highly susceptible
at all stages of development, showing severe
symptoms, usually necrotic, on leaves and fruits.
The behaviour of the main vector Frankliniella
occidentalis, feeding preferentially in flowers,
complicates the picture by providing an alternative
route to leaves for entry of the virus, and in mature
plants sometimes fruits alone become infected.
The increasing problem of TSWV and other
tospoviruses has stimulated a search for sources
of genetic resistance, using either conventional
or non-conventional methods (Cho et al., 1996;
Prins and Goldbach, 1998). Here we review
the results of a decade of work attempting to
use Mendelian genes to obtain resistance to
TSWV and other tospoviruses in Capsicum spp.

Resistance to TSWV
Since genes for TSWV resistance are not known
in C. annuum, breeding experiments have
been done utilising C. chinense Jacquin. In a
pioneer paper, Cheng et al., (1989) described the
development of C. chinense germoplasm from
Amazonia. They suggested that this species was
more suitable than C. annuum for cultivation
in the tropics and that it was resistant to major
fungal pathogens, the potyvirus Potato virus Y
and also TSWV. Preliminary, successful crosses
between a cultivar of C. chinense and C. annuum
cv California Wonder were also described.
Black et al., (1991), later identified the
accessions of C. chinense 'PI152225' and
'PI159236' as resistant to TSWV. Following
mechanical inoculation of leaves, both
accessions showed a hypersensitive reaction
(HR), triggered by a mechanism under gene
control (Fraser, 1990). Interestingly, some
progeny derived from crosses between the 'PI'
accessions and susceptible C. annuum lines were
found to respond hypersensitively to this virus.
Inheritance of the resistance associated with
both 'PI' accessions was confirmed by Black et al.,
(1996) and Boiteux (1995). The latter confirmed
that resistance was conferred in both accessions by
a single dominant gene, displayed resistance to a
broad range of TSWV isolates. Boiteux concluded
that the absence of segregation for resistance that
was observed in all P2 generations from crosses
between C. chinense 'PI' accessions indicated
two possibilities: the occurrence of i) a tightly
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linked group of genes, or, ii) the same single
gene (called ‘Tsw’) for both accessions. This
question was solved by Black et al., (1996), who
showed that resistance was governed by a single
dominant gene, identical for both accessions.
It is known that at temperatures higher than
28°C viruses may overcome the HR and spread
systemically (Pennazio, 1995). This possibility
was tested in 'PI 15225' - TSWV system, but
the breaking of HR depended only partially on
temperature, because the developmental stage
of the plants at virus inoculation was equally
crucial. When young plants were inoculated at the
2 true leaf stage and then grown continuously at
33°C, 20% of the plants reacted hypersensitively,
whereas with plants inoculated at the 4 true leaf
stage the proportion reached 45 % (Roggero
et al., 1996). This meant, in any case, that the
resistance introduced via Tsw gene for HR from
C. chinense might be limited by temperature in
an uncontrolled environment. However, progeny
from self-pollinated plants, which maintained
resistance even at 33° C, displayed a remarkable
increase in HR to about 80%; so it was proposed
that selection of parent plants resistant at
high temperature regimes could be useful for
breeding for resistance (Roggero et al., 1996).
This finding was confirmed by Roselló et
al., (1997), Moury et al., (1998) and Soler et
al., (1998). Moury et al., (1998) showed that
continuous high temperature destabilized the
resistance in young but not in older plants;
the most severe conditions (12 days at 32° C)
resulted in up to 70 % of plants with systemic
necrosis if these were inoculated at the cotyledon
stage. Moury and co-workers observed a strong
plant age effect on susceptibility to TSWV under
high temperature regimes, and, in agreement
with Roggero et al., (1996), they suggested the
involvement of a mature plant and/or tissue
resistance. Moury et al., (1998) also showed that it
would be preferable to grow cultivars homozygous
for the Tsw locus at high temperatures. Soler
et al., (1998) found that all plants of both the
'PI' resistant accessions became systemically
infected when maintained at 30/18 °C (day/night),
independently of the stage of development. They
also found that plants inoculated at the 2 leaf,
but not at the 4 leaf, stage, became systemically
infected when kept at 25/18 °C (day/night).

It can be concluded that the mechanism
of this HR is strongly influenced by both
temperature and physiological plant conditions. A
temperature of 25°C is common in areas having
a mild climate, so that precautions should be
taken to avoid early infection of pepper seedlings.
Soler et al., (1999) studied the movement and
distribution of TSWV in resistant and susceptible
accessions of Capsicum spp. By serological
assays, they confirmed that a small but significant
number of plants of the 'PI152225' and 'PI159236'
accessions became systemically infected if kept at
25/14 °C (day/night) just after TSWV inoculation.
However, spread of the virus from the initial
infection sites was slower in resistant than in the
susceptible plants. They did not find any restriction
of viral replication, as previously reported for
other HRs (Otsuki et al., 1972; Devergne et al.,
1984; Roggero and Pennazio, 1984). All these
results suggest that resistance through HR may
be due to an impairment of the mechanism
of the long-distance transport of TSWV.
TSWV resistance-breaking strains
Good agronomic pepper cultivars showing
resistance to TSWV conferred by Tsw are now
commercially available. This, however, has not
reassured agronomists and virologists because
new TSWV strains can arise and be selected (Qiu
et al., 1998). The ability of this virus to replicate
in its thrips vector may increase the opportunity
for genomic diversification of its population
(Wijkamp, 1995). In addition, the complexity
of TSWV architecture makes the recognition
of new strains rather difficult (Adkins, 2000).
A TSWV strain breaking the resistance of C.
chinense was first noted by Boiteux et al., (1993).
In the course of a wide screening programme in
which a collection of seventy Capsicum cultivars
was tested for resistance to the virus, they found
that resistance displayed by two C. chinense
lines (one of them 'PI 159236') against isolate
BsB was not operative against isolate SF. Since
a source of resistance against both isolates was
not found, Boiteux et al., (1993) concluded that
in Capsicum there might be different genetic
mechanisms conferring resistance. Similar
results were obtained by Hobbs et al., (1994); at
least two strains isolated from tomato plants in
Louisiana gave systemic symptoms in 'PI152225'
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and 'PI159236', which, as we know, were
generally found to react hypersensitively against
several TSWV isolates. Later, Moury et al.,
(1997) found that the resistance conferred on C.
chinense accessions and controlled by the single
dominant gene Tsw, was overcome by virulent
strains. It should be noted that all these isolates
overcoming resistance were not typed to assess
if they were in fact TSWV or the closely related
species Groundnut ringspot virus (GRSV) or
Tomato chlorotic spot virus (TCSV) (see below).
All these findings disappointed expectations
of controlling TSWV in pepper. Roggero et al.,
(1999a) found two field pathotypes of TSWV
which overcame the HR of a C. chinense 'PI152225'
X C. annuum resistant hybrid. Two plants of this
hybrid, grown in Liguria region (Italy) with
good agronomic performance, showed typical
systemic TSWV symptoms on apical leaves and
fruits. The viruses isolated from the plants were
recognized as TSWV strains by serological assays
and were transmitted by F. occidentalis with high
efficiency. They gave severe systemic symptoms
in susceptible pepper and a high proportion (4060%) of systemic infection in ‘PI152225’ and
‘PI159236’. Roggero et al., (1999) suggested
that the absence of systemic infection in a portion
of the parental plants may indicate that plants
resistant to these pathotypes could be selected.
More recently, Roggero et al., (2001)
reported again from Liguria that resistance to
TSWV in commercial pepper cultivars grown
under glass was seriously overcome. Two isolates
(or pathotypes) were characterized and found
similar to other isolates in infecting a wide number
of plants species and being transmitted with
high efficiency by F. occidentalis. The isolates
survived in experimental mixed infections with
a non-resistance breaking isolate in susceptible
pepper and ‘PI152225’ when inoculated at the
same time, but cross protection in susceptible
pepper acted against them. Other resistancebreaking strains have also been found also one
year later in other crops (tomato, pepper and
artichoke) close to infected resistant pepper plants.
TSWV strains overcoming resistance in
tomato carrying the SW-5 gene were reported by
Latham and Jones (1998), but these strains did
not overcome the resistance of the 'PI' accessions
of C. chinense. However, Roggero et al., (2001)
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found that C. chinense ‘PI152225’ but not
resistant tomato cultivars are susceptible to the
TSWV resistance breaking strains isolated from
pepper and artichoke crops. This confirms that
the Tsw gene in pepper and Sw-5 gene in tomato
have different characteristics, as also shown by
molecular biology techniques (Jahn et al., 2000) and
that resistant-breaking strains are highly specific.
Genetic resistance to other Tospoviruses
The genus Tospovirus includes seven confirmed
and five tentative species (Elliot et al., 2000). The
genetic bases of resistance to all these viruses
are poorly known, and limited to some of them.
Tsw is not effective against GRSV and TCSV
(Boiteux and De Avila, 1994), nor against two
isolates of Impatiens necrotic spot virus (INSV)
(Roggero et al., 1999b); both these isolates
gave about 50 % systemic infection in the 'PI'
resistant accessions kept at 25/18 °C, day/night).
In contrast to TSWV, systemic infection by the
two INSV isolates was completely blocked at
33°C continuous temperature, but this does not
actually help to solve the question of resistance
related to Tsw. Green et al., (1996) evaluated the
resistance of C. annuum cv 'Yolo Wonder' and C.
chinense resistant 'PI' accessions to Watermelon
silver mottle virus (WSMV) at relatively high
temperatures ranging from 24 to 36°C. One line
of ‘PI152225’ showed only local infection. No
further search of resistance among Capsicum
spp. has been reported for these viruses.
Conclusions
One can draw one major conclusion: further
research is needed to reach the goal of genetic
control of tospovirus diseases in pepper. This is
expecially important for South America where
GRSV and TCSV are prevalent, and Asia where
WSMV is widespread. Adkins (2000) has written
that:"The scarcity of host plant resistance genes
and the large number of weed hosts providing
between crop-virus reservoirs exacerbate
the situation [of management of TSWV].
Livingstone et al., (1999) have published an
improved genome map of pepper, and Jahn et al.,
(2000) have compared the map of the Tsw locus of
C. chinense with that of the Sw-5 locus of tomato,
while Grube et al., (2000) have analyzed in detail
the loci of resistant genes for three members of the
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Solanaceae. This research stressed the potential
use of comparative genome mapping in order
to rapidly identify other genes showing similar
function and specificity against other pathogens.
Another genetic approach concerns
pathogen-mediated resistance. Tomato and
tobacco (Kim et al., 1994), chrysanthemum
(Sherman et al., 1988), tobacco (Herrero et al.,
2000) transgenic for the TSWV nucleocapsid
(N) gene have been produced. Hoffman et al.,
(2001) have investigated the molecular basis of
resistant breaking by TSWV. They demonstrated
in vivo reassortment between two strains of
the virus, and the occurrence of some new
pathotypes with ability to overcome resistance
in tomato. Unfortunately, these pathotypes could
also overcome resistance conferred by the N
gene in tobacco plants, a rather negative result
for the possible use of such transgenic plants.
A last question is "mature plant resistance".
Both susceptibility and hypersensitivity appear to
be controlled in pepper within restricted stages
of development. This type of resistance may
be a general feature of plants (Pennazio and
Roggero, 1996) but there appears to have been
no discussion on its mechanism. Switching off
one or more genes may induce RNA-mediated
resistance analogous to that expressed by posttranscriptional gene silencing found in transgenic
plants (Dougherty and Parks, 1995; Baulcombe,
1996; Dawson, 1996). Such a mechanism has
been described, for example, by Jan et al., (2000),
who showed that segments of the TSWV N
gene were able to confer resistance against this
virus via post-transcriptional gene silencing.
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